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Morphology is one branch of linguistic fields which is focused on word 

construction also a concern in the compositions of parts of words. One of various 

of morphology is morphological interference. This research deals with the 

morphological interference analysis in the comment column on the @agnezmo 

account Instagram. The purposes of this research are:1) to analyze the transfer of 

affixations from Indonesia word into an English word found in Instagram 

agnezmo’s account. 2) to analyze morphological process forming in agnezmo’s 

Instagram account. This research used Weinreich’s theory (1963) discusses the type 

of grammatical interference, and the theory of O’Grady and Guzman (1989) 

discusses the morphological process, especially in the affixation process. This 

research uses a qualitative method by Cresswell (1988) to explain the words 

included in grammatical interference using sociolinguistic and morphological 

analysis. The result showed that there are 40 data obtained from grammatical 

interference in @agnezmo’s Instagram account, the morphological process 

occurred, namely prefix and suffix. There are fifteen data included in the prefix and 

twenty-five included in the suffix. The data consist of the transfer of the Indonesian 

prefix di-. The data are difiller, dinotice, direport, dilike, diorder, dishare, 

direlease, diposting and difull. The prefix nge-, the data are ngefans, ngedance, 

ngetrend and ngethrift. The prefix meN-, the data are menduplicate and 

mengunfollow. The Indonesian suffix an-, the data are editan. The suffix -kan, the 

data are trendingkan and boomingkan. The suffix -nya, the data are swagnya, 

orientalnya, skincarenya, postnya, stylistnya, bridenya, viewernya. looknya, 

glowingnya, quotenya, captionnya, fashionnya, giftnya, bodynya, shampoonya, 

lipsticknya, promonya and videonya, fansnya, internationalnya, votenya, 

naturalnya and labelnya. Finally, the data represent inteference that occurs because 

the transfer of affix from Indonesian into English and the morphological inteference 

occur in suffix are easier to find than prefix. 


